Frequently Asked Questions on Digital Banking Service

About the service
Q 1. How do I access the digital banking service?
By visiting the official website www.intesasanpaolobank.al and clicking in the ‘Login”
section or through the mobile application available for IOS and Android downloadable
from Apple store and Play Store.

Q 2. How do I apply?
Go to the nearest branch and apply for the service. Sign the Contract and Terms and
Conditions and receive your credentials.

Q 3. What do I need to use the mobile app and internet banking?
In order to use the mobile app, you need to have a smart phone operating on Android 4.4
and newer or iOS 9.0 and newer as well as have Internet Access
In order to use ISPBA Internet Banking, you should have Internet access and use one of
the latest versions of the following web browsers: Google Chrome; Mozilla Firefox;
Internet Explorer.

Q 4. Are there commissions for using the online banking?
There are no monthly commissions for using the new digital banking service.
Only in case of Hardware token selection, the bank will apply a one-time commission
which is published in the Terms and Conditions of the Bank.

Q 5. What if I need Help on the service?
You can:
Call the call center service
Refer to the tutorials
Check the manual

Q 6. I use the existing mobile app / internet banking. What
should I do?
We suggest you go to the branch and apply for the new service. To perform transfers in
currency other than LEK internally within the bank or outgoing or to set up standing
instructions, you may continue to use the old application/internet banking.

Q 7. Where can I find the Terms and Conditions of the service?
The Terms and Conditions of the Digital Banking Service can be found in the section
Configurations – Information and Conditions – Terms and Conditions in both app and
internet banking.
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Registration
Q 8. How can I register in the mobile app?
Download the new mobile banking application for iOS on the App Store and for Android
on Play Store
Scan the QR code or manually enter the first part of the registration code provided to you
by the Bank. The second part of the registration code will be delivered to you in your
mobile number.
Follow the setup process as indicated on the app screen

Q 9. Why can’t I complete the registration?
The activation code is available for 24 hours. If you do not activate the mobile app within
that period, you will have to go again to the branch or contact the call center and request
new credentials.

Q 10. My device can’t read the QR code. What can I do?
Bring your mobile device closer to the computer screen or the page or increase the
picture size or check if you have allowed the application to have access to the camera

Q 11. I do not have a smart phone, what can I do?
If you have no smartphone, you may access digital banking service in Responsive
Internet Banking. In this case in order to login you will need the user ID and a Hardware
Token #withKEY which you can get at the moment of application.

Q 12. Can different users use the mobile app on the same
device?
Yes, it is possible to register several users on a single mobile device. However, for
security reasons some features such as touch ID/face ID can be activated for the master
user; the other user/s may log in by using the PIN.

Q 13. What happens if I put a wrong PIN/Code more than 3 times
in a row?
If you enter wrong PIN three times in a row when accessing the mobile app your profile
will be deleted from your device for security reasons. In this case you have to request
new registration codes (the identification and activation code).
If you enter wrong PIN on the hardware #withKEY, your token will be blocked and you
need to contact the bank to unlock it.
In both cases wither go to the nearest branch or contact the call center.

Q 14. I changed the phone number or the operator, what should I
do?
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If you change the mobile phone number, you need to update your data in the branch. If
you change the operator and the mobile phone number and the mobile phone remain the
same, you do not need to take any action.

Q 15. I deleted the application by mistake / I have a new device ,
what should I do?
Download again the application in your existing phone/Download the app in your new
phone from the store. Select I ‘Have you registered before’ enter the User ID, and the
recovery code you have set when activating the application for the first time. A sms with a
code will be sent to your mobile number registered in the bank. After successful code
recognition, your profile is recovered successfully.

Q 16. Can I use the mobile app if my mobile device is rooted?
Yes, you can, but keep in mind that individual application features may not work.

Q 17. Does the application get updated??
We will periodically improve the app or introduce new functionalities. The new version will
be available in the respective play store and you can update it in the same way as any
other application on your smartphone

Questions related to functions
Q 18. What is #withKEY?
#withKEY is the mobile token is integrated into the new ISPBA mobile banking
application, enabling a login into the ISPBA internet banking and transaction authorization
or the hardware token received in branch in case when the customer does not have a
suitable smartphone to download the mobile app (containing also the software token
#withKEY).

Q 19. It takes a long time to load the app or access menus, why?
Please check your internet connection. The app may run slowly on lower bandwidth
mobile networks.

Q 20. How can I select my favorite account/savings/card?
Under Settings-Products and Services-Overall position. The account/savings/card you
mark as your favorite will be displayed in the Overview widget of your Dashboard page.

Q 21. My Available Balance is lower than my Balance, why?
You may have reserved funds which are amounts blocked on your account for certain
transactions such as for example POS, but which are not yet settled in your account.

Q 22. Are there any limits for performing transactions?
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Limits are not applied for payments within own accounts of Utility payments. Limits are
applied for third party payments and are specified in the contract at the moment of
application

Q 23. Can I change transaction limits?
To change decrease the limits or increase them up to the default maximum amount set by
the bank, go to Settings-Products & Services-Transaction limits.

Q 24. What is “Fast balance”? Where can I switch it on/off?
With “Fast balance” you can check your account balance without logging in to the mobile
app. Fast balance can be managed in Settings-Products and Services-Fast balance.

Q 25. Why am I not receiving any notifications in my phone?
Check if you have activated notifications. Go to Settings-Notifications, and turn on and
customize notifications for: your accounts, debit or credit cards, savings, loans etc.

Q 26. Can I share my IBAN?
In your profile, you can review your banking accounts and share your IBAN details by email or through different networks(Facebook, Viber, WhatsApp).

Q 27. How do I find Branches and ATMs?
Using the locator in the pre-login area in the digital banking platform or on the app, you
will find the nearest branch or ATM to your current location or to a specific address. You
can choose between map or list view or decide to open the navigator and get directions to
the desired ATM.

Q 28. I generated a #withCASH code but did not manage to go to
the ATM on time?
The code is valid only for the time which you have configured in the application. After
such time, in case the code is put in the ATM, the system will display and Invalid Code
error message. Funds will still be available in the account if the code is not used.

Q 29. Smart login does not work, what do I do?
If smart login does not work, click ‘Not you’ in responsive internet banking and login using
the User ID and the #withKEY generated from the mobile.

Q 30. What is the transaction history limit?
You can check the transaction history for the last 18 months.
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Q 31. How can I know if the transaction is successful?
Apart from the message displayed on the screen indicating if the payment was
successful, you can generate in both internet banking and mobile app the invoice for each
transaction performed in online banking where you can check all the details of the
performed transaction.

Q 32. When do transactions become available?
If you transfer funds in LEK between your own account and between other accounts
within the Bank the transactions will be executed in real time.
If you transfer funds and between your own accounts in different currencies up to EUR 10
000, the transactions will be executed in real time.
If you transfer funds within your own accounts in different currencies over the amount of
EUR 10 000 and after 16:00 o’clock and/or on a nonworking day, the transaction will be
processed on the next working day.
If you transfer funds in Lek to other domestic banks before the cutoff times specified in
the terms and conditions of the Bank, the transaction will be processed straight through
with the same value date, otherwise, it will be processed on the next business day.

Q 33. I cannot perform internal or domestic transfers in currency
other than LEK?
This functionality will be made available soon. You may use continue to use this
functionality in the old application/internet banking.

Q 34. Can I request a preferential exchange rate?
This functionality will be made available soon. You may use continue to use this
functionality in the old application/internet banking.

Q 35. Can I set up a standing instruction?
This functionality will be made available soon. You may use continue to use this
functionality in the old application/internet banking.

Security
Q 36. Is Mobile Banking secure?
The use of the app is based on a PIN which is set and known only by the user, and in
case of theft or loss of the mobile device, there cannot be any abuse. No information
related to your accounts or PINs is stored on the mobile device, which ensures absolute
confidentiality of the information. After 3 consecutive incorrect PIN entries, the app
becomes inactive, providing additional protection against unwanted access.
The app displays a virtual keyboard to enable more secure PIN insertion. This is called a
“scrambled keyboard”. Keyboard layout randomization increases the security level of the
app.
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Q 37. I suspect someone knows my PIN, what can I do ?
You can easily set a new PIN in ‘Settings’ section. The change becomes effective
immediately.

Q 38. I do not receive the code on mobile after inputting the
Recovery Code?
Contact the Bank and get new credentials.
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